Sally Althaus, Kirwan State High School
Big kangaroo – acrylic paint on canvas
My artwork crystallises my outback heritage and is a reflection of my life. I was
inspired by my memories of photographing the old cars, driving through the
gate, seeing the open land and of an afternoon sitting on the back veranda
watching the sunset. The graffiti on the sign post symbolises special memories
of my past including my best friend’s name and our family's cattle brand.
Bundarra, my family's property name, means big kangaroo in Aboriginal. Even
though I have moved away it will always be the place I call home.

Jessica Anders, Tully State High School
Perto-plastic-rqueo – mixed media installation
My focus for this artwork was the transparent and fickle nature of urban society.
To express this I chose to work with a common item, plastic bottles. The images
of claustrophobic smoke which bend and twist represent the artificial urban
environment and the disfigured bottles manipulated by heat, represent the
people trapped within it. Sometimes the heat completely melted the labels and
other times the brand names remain visible on the distorted surface of the
bottle. The images accompanying the physical bottles truly reflect the
transparency of an urban society. Arranged in pillars, they mimic buildings filled
with the twisted distortions of their creations.

Ben Anderson, Noosa District State High School
Movement still – ink and wood panel
Life can be defined by a plethora of movement. The scattering of images within
the world we live can be recorded and remembered, however sometimes you
have to stand still to think, focus and develop meaning in order to realign your
movements. Juxtaposing the highly active sport of karate with the process of
viewing and deciphering the artwork provides a duel experience, the sense of
movement and the process of being silent and still. A paradoxical relationship
exists.

Nhung Bui, Corinda State High School
Stress – digital prints
My artwork portrays the never ending stress of being a Year 12 student. My
paper installation is a conceptual portrayal of the highs and lows of my last year
of high school. As time goes by, the change of emotions and moods become
more evident, where some are more frequent and reoccurring. Ironically the
process of creating the artwork was quite therapeutic and calming.

Mikkaeli Carleton, Trinity Lutheran College (Ashmore Road campus)
The price we pay – paper clay and acrylic paint
My artwork examines the loss of cultural identity caused by replica meals readily
available far away from the actual authentic experiences. It questions the worth
of variety verses cultural uniqueness. America is famous for its burgers and
hotdogs, Italy for its pizzas, Japan for its sushi, but these days we can experience
these delicacies anywhere resulting in the individuality of the different cuisines
and the cultures from which they originate being lost. These cultural meals are
arranged so that the countries that have lost their culinary individuality are
grouped closer together than those cultures still retaining uniqueness.

Felix Cehak, Queensland Academy for Creative Industries
Flora prism (1 & 2) – digital photography
The series documents changes in a constructed organic form over the course of
several months, as the living moss of the structure altered in growth and
aesthetic. I intended for this living element of the mixed media piece to bring a
sense of fluidity and time; something I hope creates a dynamic representation of
the native media I utilised. As an ongoing conceptual series, Flora prism
eventually resolved almost one year after the first photograph was taken,
emphasising the importance of the chronological aspect of the work.

Nitika Davis, St Mary's College (Ipswich)
Timeline – lino print
I produced this work as a response to identity. It shows both my Welsh and
Indigenous heritage and aims to document my family's past. I have developed
and used symbols from totems and stories from my family heritage to develop a
timeline that shows we are the same despite our background.

Isabella Fyfe, Brisbane Girls Grammar School
A comment: black and white with shades of grey – printed image on glossy
paper
Butoh, the dance of darkness, is an enigma that explores the subconscious. It is
the realm of outwardly expressing inner emotions through physical practice.
Based on Laurence Rawlin's poem Butoh, this artwork takes the viewer on a
visual journey through an elongated landscape, which essentially is a black and
white expression of what it means to be human. Three primary sections make
up the image, each section reflecting a central aspect within the poem. Overall,
the artwork attempts to replicate the essence of Butoh, transforming it into a
two-dimensional practice. The result is an unspoilt visual representation of the
human condition.

Emma Goodhew, Kingaroy State High School
Personal perception – drypoint etching, watercolour, chalk pastel
My work is symbolic of my identity. The mouth of the dog represents the
traumatic experience I have had during high school. The angry feeling that is
expressed from the dirty sharp teeth expresses the harsh words that have been
said to me by these "dogs". I specifically created a wet look within the dog's
mouth to create an image of the dog barking which represents the name calling.
I placed myself in front of the barking dog as this portrays that I am trapped
within this bark and can’t escape.

Nathan Griscti, Mountain Creek State High School
Chapter 3: a lost city – ink on paper
The intention behind my artwork was originally to examine the beauty that
nature brings to architecture. However, as I progressed through the artwork it
evolved towards a second, more spiritual meaning as a love letter to the beauty
of books and stories. Having loved reading and telling stories from an early age,
the artwork took on more significance as it went from a series of paintings, to
illustrations from a book written by me.

Gilles Groenewald, Grace Lutheran College (Rothwell)
Culture – DVD
This artwork was influenced by my Dutch heritage and culture. The typical
Dutch icons like the clog and windmill represent my past in Holland. The
Australian windmill and thong represents my future in Australia. The shattering
of the four plates signifies the brokenness of my culture and the displacement I
felt when I moved to Australia and had to assimilate into the Australian way of
life. The coming together of the plates in the final scene shows symbolically the
melding of both cultures and my eventual acceptance and assimilation into the
Australian way of life.

Chelsey Hansson, Varsity College
Distant reality – DVD
Interested in lucid dreams, I set the alarm for 4 am every morning to interrupt
the dream worlds I visited. I thought that by unpacking my dreams I would
better understand myself. I was shocked with this new found awareness of
where my mind went during sleep, captured in the recordings of my voice while
in this half-awake state. When I woke up again hours later and listened to the
recordings, I felt confusion and horror at the realness of my dream and my
inability to remember them. The video documents this process and captures the
rawness of my dream life.

Laura Heydon, Fairholme College (Toowoomba)
Enough’s enough – digitally manipulated photography
This work focuses on hoarding and reflects the concept of collection. Enough's
enough looks at how hoarding consumes the hoarder. By greedily clinging to
their meaningless possessions, the hoarder loses touch of what is truly
important and struggles to focus on the world outside their own. This
outside/inside comparison is represented in the tree reflection in the window.
The three different generations being portrayed as hoarders reiterates the fact
that hoarders affect those around them.

Iylia Hilmi, Kelvin Grove State College
Food#share – digital print
These photogram images of plates crowded with found objects began life as a
response to theories on infant development, specifically Winicott's Comfort
Objects that express four transitional states in the development of personality.
Subsequently I became intrigued by the crossover with our infantile obsession
with food more generally, expressed in endless variations of Masterchef and the
mindless sharing of food images on Instagram. So, my four plates evolved into a
reflection of the modern psyche, and how our happy food snaps might be
revealing some of our deeper insecurities and hinting at the darker world
beyond the gloss.

Annie Hui, Brisbane State High School
Deterioration – hand drawing on rice paper and wax paper
This scroll is a representation of traditions and meanings within my culture that
diminish with each new generation. The artwork questions my cultural and
national belonging through the exploration of patterns and symbolic holes. The
holes are metaphoric for the knowledge gap between each generation, they
illustrate the deterioration of meanings within my culture with each pending
generation. The hand drawn pattern utilised within this body of work, is a
significant pattern within Chinese culture, therefore it embodies the traditions
of my background.

Taylah Jardine, Gilroy Santa Maria College (Ingham)
Cultural congregation – acrylic paint on wood
The totem poles represent the cultural diversity of modern cities and countries.
Two of the three totem poles represent two of the many different cultures in
the world, Russia and Japan. These totem poles consist of three layers which
symbolise the building of each civilisation, showing how they spread and
develop. The third totem pole doesn’t represent any culture in particular. It
symbolises the multicultural, urban congregation in total; the base of the
civilization. The totem poles explore how cultures congregate in other cities and
countries; the contemporary urban landscape is imagined as a cultural melting
pot.

Georgia Klinakis, Somerville House
Stan the man – carbon pencil and ink on stonehenge paper
My work began with the idea of doing a charcoal drawing of a simple but
stimulating photograph. Photographing my dad in his crazy shirts that reflect his
loud and outgoing personality then started my idea. I chose to leave the
background blank and only draw the middle part of his body to not only focus
viewers on the central figure but to also leave them with a sense of curiosity
wondering what else is meant to be there.

Zoe Lawrence, Ferny Grove State High School
The way I see things – mixed media
This artwork is a personal reflection of myself and what I love. I've done this by
using photographs of things I do and enjoy (i.e music, art and chocolate). Over
each photograph I have created another layer of vision; a world of creatures
that represent my imagination and fun. I have used detailed pencil drawings, in
black and white, which allow the imaginative image to combine with the reality
of the photo.

Guy Lobwein, Sunshine Beach State High School
Power lust – paper
Humanity history overflows with a lust for control, dominance and power.
Whether it be environmental, astronomical or biological, man has tried to
conquer. These three pieces articulate our ever-increasing desire to control and
dominate each other through blood and war. Political, social, cultural and
religious attributes relate to the external ideologies of power. Power is a
corrupting entity which is a part of our human condition as we show our cruel
and heartless qualities. The past, present and future reflect these pestilent
characteristics.

Mikyla Lunny, Aldridge State High School
Nightmare – charcoal and fine liner on three pillow cases
This artwork explores the concept of self through the focus of nightmares and
expresses the unconscious thought processes that underlie our consciousness.
These are the things that we don't see when we look in the mirror at ourselves.
The negative events in daily life transform at night taking form as nightmare-like
imagery. The sadistic world that we visit in our nightmares is where we work
through the things that hurt and torment us. This is conveyed through the stark
contrast between white and black. The fluid movement of the black smoke
moving up the pillow sequence shows the evolution and metamorphosis of
these thoughts taking shape, as nightmares do.

Sam McCosker, Toowoomba Grammar School
7 hours of mowing – land art (paddock, slasher and mower)
7 hours of mowing is land art and demonstrates the beauty of rural Queensland.
My intention was to create a strong visual aesthetic by contrasting the artwork
against its environment. Circles are geometric and simple, and when placed in a
natural environment can become quite beautiful. By using agricultural
machinery the imagery becomes immense. By recording the work from a
helicopter hundreds of meters above the ground, the viewer can appreciate the
scale. This drawing is approximately 700 metres in circumference. Impossible to
ignore.

Tasha McCoy, Holland Park State High School
House dreams – mixed media
In response to the concept of place, this installation explores the notion of a
dream home. As a young person thinking about my future home, I know I am
idealistic, but I want my place to be filled with and to reflect the aesthetics I find
appealing, in particular vintage pieces. This work is a construct of influences
from a variety of sources and reflects my appreciation of 1960s furnishings and
cars.

Rachelle McIntryre, Kelvin Grove State College
Penumbra – digital
Inspired by shadow puppetry, bokeh and artists such as Larry Kagan, Kumi
Yamashita and Rashad Alakbarov, I have generated images by manipulating the
play of light and shadow through handcut stencils. The work evolved into a
series of eerie silhouettes and shadows inspired by the exoskeletons of marine
organisms. These resolved themselves into mysterious new identities suggestive
of ribcages and x-ray prints. I began to think about breathing: lungs struggling to
expand inside the ribcage, the contradiction of soft tissues cradled by hard
external structures, the softness of breath and the toughness of bone and shell.

Madison McNaughton, Goondiwindi State High School
Tea bags – mixed media
Objectification is a notion central to the feminist theory. It is defined as the
seeing and or treating of a person as an object. This notion extends to the
treatment of an object metaphorically as a stereotypical representation of self.
Social constructs mould stereotypical representations to fit a preconceived
notion of self. Tea bags create a visual pun on the derogatory definition of a
woman as a bag. A domestic stereotype of women as tea makers is created by
drawing analogies between tea cups and saucers made from used tea bags,
symbolizing that woman are also used as domestic objects.

Richard Mildren, Ryan Catholic College (Townsville)
Dying earth – photography, inks, photo manipulation
This artwork was originally developed through my strong emotional connection
with nature and my feelings towards the lack of consideration it is shown in
modern day society. My aim was to search for a way to boldly show my opinion
whilst also having a large impact on the viewer, causing them to reconsider their
personal impact on the environment. This was achieved through digitally
juxtaposing original images in Photoshop to create human forms representing
nature dying due to the pollution of earth; allowing a large audience to relate
with the communication of loss and grief depicted within the image.

Honor Moore, Fairholme College (Toowoomba)
Shattered innocence – drypoint etching with watercolour
In this piece, the contrasts of peace and war have been explored, and in
particular, the paradoxical concept of fighting for peace. Our continued
involvement in war is evidenced by our desire to have peace for future
generations; for our children and our children's children. The sad reality
however, is despite the heroic sacrifices, admirable actions and outstanding
bravery, there is also a devastating outcome for those directly affected by war,
especially the children. The little girl's expression of youthful innocence has
been shattered and distorted, empowering the tragedy, confusion and
uncertainty that exist in the present and future for these children.

Joshua Nicholson, Pioneer State High School
Uncomfortable limb – found objects, acrylic paint, graphite, moving parts,
stainless steel
When I was 14 months old I became a quadruple amputee due to
meningococcal infection. My artwork addresses the fact that I find prosthetic
limbs uncomfortable and prefer my wheelchair. I am uncomfortable with the
fact that prosthetics are manufactured and don't feel like part of my skin. My
work represents how I see this leg: cold, artificial and awkward like an unfamiliar
machine. The moving gears, blue light and cold steel slab enhance this idea. The
prosthetic leg does conversely represent potential and freedom of movement if
I choose to use it.

Tess Passmore, St Peters Lutheran College (Indooroopilly)
Resistance – installation, digital photography, DVD
Resistance refers to civilian or underground movements and the complex issues
of personal conflict and resistance associated with war. A recycled catalogue
titled Passementerie: Trimmings, contains a photographic series that focuses on
young boys, who under pressure joined the army to fight in WWI, WWII or
Vietnam. The toy soldier implies innocence and is juxtaposed with the
seriousness of war and responsibility. The film concludes with the toy soldier
passed along like a baton that is finally dropped as reality sets in.

Elizabeth Rackemann, Somerville House
Clouds – oil on canvas
The use of a minimalistic palette, the richness of oil paint and the layering
technique of soft organic shapes help to explore the delicate balance of light,
shadow, colour, tone and depth of the natural environment. The clouds in the
triptych (only two submitted due to size limit) act as a constraint, and yet their
forms are limitless, profound and individual, like the human figure – we are alike.
Our interpretation of, and reaction to, our surrounding environment is a
reflection of our unique individuality, constantly changing and developing as we
do.

Madeleine Riddell, Bribie Island State High School
Number 88 to number 125 – collage, drawing on paper, canvas, fabric, thread
and timber
Number 88 to number 125 represents the significant places that have formed
the memories of my childhood. Number 88 and number 125 are the homes of
my grandparents and both hold many fond memories. This piece represents my
connections with place and family. I chose to represent images of these sacred
places through the use of collage and drawings, stitched onto fabric and
suspended in a timber frame. Each collage represents a fragmented image
stitched together resembling the trail of timeless memories and how they all
connect.

Klara Royster, St Andrew's Catholic College Redlynch Valley
Mechanics in nature – coconut palm fibre, red twine
Inspired by artists Shona Wilson and Anselm Kiefer, this piece investigates my
interest in the natural environment. Aiming to highlight the ongoing tension
between the artificial and natural world, each coconut palm assemblage has
been manipulated to resemble mechanical forms. The juxtaposition of the
synthetic red twine against the raw organic fibre symbolises man-made
intervention and impact on our animate landscape. Optimistically, the artwork
addresses the importance for humans to connect and work harmoniously with
all living things.

Rosanna Sains, Mansfield State High School
A strange, disparate hybrid emerges from the debris – acrylic paint on canvas
I was astounded and ashamed by the vast amount of mechanical objects which
had been condemned as waste and left to decompose after a visit to the car
wreckers site. We live in society that chooses to consume energy in a
nonchalant manner. I hope to inspire a change in the world by confronting
viewers with the truth: that our planet has a fragile and transient existence. The
dark colour palette contrasted by the fluorescent paint resembles the oil, the
grime and the energy expended during the creation, the use and the
decomposition of mechanical objects. A strange, disparate hybrid emerges from
the debris.

Matthew Salung, St Brendan's College (Yeppoon)
Dau Dau – lino print
My artwork reflects my admiration for my culture, however specifically the
importance of looking up to the Elders and following in their footsteps. The
three large linocuts are about my grandfather the Elder of our tribe Dau Dau
which has a significant and rich cultural heritage in Papua New Guinea.

Ashley-Rae Smith, Smithfield State High School
Clouded – paper
It comes and goes
my power, my strength, my soul
now, I feel numb
helpless
cloudy
an image of uncertainty
shapes and swirls
a place of blank space
a thin line of what can’t be explained
a desperate despair
This work has developed from my mother’s battle with epilepsy and was
strongly influenced by the artist Mia Pearlman. My mother describes her fits as
being in a swirling cloud, and this also connects to how her illness in a way has
affected me and our relationship, which itself has become “clouded”.

Brooke Spain, St Hilda's School (Southport)
Floral body vessels – digital manipulation of relief collage with paper cut-outs,
roots, insects and leaves
Our unrevealed self is very delicate and fragile much like forming flowers. Our
personality and beliefs change and grow over time too. We must care for our
inner self much like we tend a garden so it grows and manifests in the best way
possible. I began with diagrammatic images of the spine, skull and pelvis and
overlaid each with a three-dimensional collage of paper flowers, insects and real
roots, securing them with pins like a butterfly collection. I then photographed
the work and developed it in Photoshop using symmetry to again reference the
body.

Emily Swan, San Sisto College (Carina)
When thy little heart doth wake – photography
As a child, I dreamt of a singular bird. Remembering it bleeding on my pillow, I
wondered if my life was bound to his. My photography explores the
subconscious identity and dreams. Birds are honest creatures of renewed self
and an exchange between untouchable mental rapture and the fast and the
infected human mind. Does our occupation with logical endorsement distract
from the naked truths of who we are? Unaware in our own nest, our minds
aren’t a home; a swirling, psychosomatic vortex of fractured realities, adrift. The
cloying reality looms: you will never awake to who you truly are.

Kayleigh Templeton, Aldridge State High School
Souls – acrylic paint on canvas
The idea of the eyes as the window to the soul was the inspiration for my
artwork. I have used the form of a dress to represent the idea that we dress
according to our emotional states. The cloth could be seen as a second skin,
either holding together or hiding our various emotional states. The skeleton
torso represents human mortality and the many different eyes the many
emotional states we experience as humans, such as angst, joy, delight, sadness,
horror and anger.

Honor Webster-Mannison, Queensland Academy for Creative Industries
Fresh – acrylic paint and cosmetics on canvas
Fresh is a self-portrait addressing ideas of decomposition and a contemporary
perspective on the Japanese philosophy Wabi Sabi (the beauty within
decomposition and imperfections, rather than perfection). Traditional acrylic
painting has been juxtaposed with a variety of cosmetics to communicate
society's need to disguise imperfections and natural decomposition. I found
inspiration from Indigenous Australian artwork and its rich symbolism, starting
with an iconographical Indigenous Australian symbol sometimes used for
woman. I then slightly reworked the symbol to indicate the distorted view
western society has of the perfect female and our endless struggle of
ephemerality.

Jasmine Whybird, Robina State High School
Crossing over – acrylic paint and pencil on board
Last year, my dog was hit by a car and killed. As a result, I began to question the
contrast that exists between the treatment of our domestic pets and society's
flippant attitude towards our native wildlife. We almost disregard their fate,
dismissing them as just another dead animal, another piece of road kill; ignored
by passers-by. No one stops to help them yet they are pivotal to our culture and
our identity; symbols of our country. What would we be without our koalas,
kangaroos and echidnas?

Madeleine Williams, Kelvin Grove State College
Release – digital print
The real implications of Release emerged as I embraced the uncertainty of the
creative process. The spherical sculptures I originally produced were both an
obstacle and the key to resolving my ideas. As soon as I forced myself to let go
of my attachment to the earlier concept, a stream of incidental ideas began to
emerge and I suddenly found myself able to weave them into a new web of
associations and ultimately a new and beautiful work. Release became both a
consuming idea and a valuable life lesson about embracing uncertainty and
valuing chance.
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